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Welcome to the captivating world of wide cut primitive rug hooking, an
ancient craft that has been passed down through generations. This
comprehensive guide will provide you with all the information you need to
delve into this fascinating and rewarding art form.

What is Wide Cut Primitive Rug Hooking?

Wide cut primitive rug hooking is a unique form of rug making that involves
using wide strips of fabric to create beautiful, durable rugs. Unlike
traditional rug hooking, which uses narrow strips of fabric, wide cut rug
hooking allows for more creative freedom and bolder designs.

Materials You'll Need

Rug hooking frame: A frame that holds the fabric taut while you work.
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Hook: A specialized tool for pulling loops of fabric through the backing
fabric.

Fabric: Wool or wool blend fabric cut into wide strips.

Backing fabric: A sturdy fabric, such as burlap or linen, that provides
support for the hooked loops.

Scissors: Sharp scissors for cutting fabric.

Ruler or measuring tape: For measuring and marking the fabric.

Pattern: An optional guide for creating your design.

Step-by-Step Instructions

1. Prepare the fabric: Cut the fabric into wide strips, typically 1-2 inches
wide.

2. Secure the backing fabric: Stretch the backing fabric on the rug
hooking frame and secure it with tacks or staples.

3. Transfer the pattern: If using a pattern, transfer the design onto the
backing fabric using a fabric marker or chalk.

4. Start hooking: Hold the hook perpendicular to the backing fabric and
insert it through the fabric. Pull a loop of fabric through to the top of the
backing fabric. Repeat this process until the area is filled.

5. Trim the loops: Use sharp scissors to trim the loops to an even
length, creating a uniform pile.

6. Finish the edges: Fold the excess backing fabric over the edges and
secure it with a blind stitch or glue.

Tips and Tricks



Use high-quality materials: The quality of your materials will greatly
impact the durability and appearance of your rug.

Experiment with different fabrics: Don't be afraid to mix and match
different fabrics to create unique and interesting effects.

Practice on scrap fabric: Before starting your actual rug, practice on
scrap fabric to get the hang of the hooking technique.

Take your time: Rug hooking can be a slow and meditative process.
Enjoy the journey and don't rush the process.

Don't be afraid to make mistakes: Mistakes are a natural part of the
learning process. Simply remove the loops and start again.

Benefits of Wide Cut Primitive Rug Hooking

Creativity: Wide cut rug hooking allows for endless creative
possibilities, allowing you to design and create rugs that are truly
unique.

Durability: Wide cut rugs are extremely durable and can withstand
heavy foot traffic and wear and tear.

Home decor: Rugs can add warmth, texture, and color to any room,
making them a great way to personalize your home.

Stress relief: The repetitive and tactile nature of rug hooking can be
calming and stress-relieving.

Community: Rug hooking is a social activity that can bring people
together and create a sense of community.



Wide cut primitive rug hooking is a captivating and rewarding craft that
allows you to create beautiful, durable rugs that are both functional and
artistic. With a little practice and patience, you can master this traditional art
form and create unique pieces that will add warmth and personality to your
home.

Additional Resources

Primitive Hookers Rug Guild

National Hooked Rug Guild

Wide Cut Rug Hooking Tutorial
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